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E N L I G H T E N E D  Y E T ?

Some words of wisdom:

“ So, the question “Will I be bald?” has surprisingly deep 
and historic mathematics.

別 
Deviendrai-Je Chauve? 
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“ There was a brave man named Lazeez 
He fought with valour in the fields 
When tolls of death began to rise 
He dreamed of heavens filled with fries

UGO II Media 
The Lazeez Scholarship 
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“ Four hundred dollars isn’t even that much; it’s like two 
pizza events.

CC 
Awesome Points 
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“ After fifteen minutes of continuous grilling, including 
five minutes of a CBC reporter chasing Dr. Goel around 
the room with a UV flashlight, he finally admitted his 
true form and abruptly left, not even stopping to use the 
hand sanitizer by the door.

quantum goose 
Vivek Goel Revealed to be Three Omicrons in a Trench Coat 
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“ unrelated anecdote but i remember when sex toy bingo 
was happening at st. pauls university college and i stole 
a balloon from the front desk and felt bad about it and 
returned it

Skit 
N Things You Could Mentally Be Instead Of Dead 
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“ So to answer the original question, suck my 
std::pair<Ball>.

meth�NEWS 
Fuck It, I’m Writing My Own C++ Article 
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“ Roll out the dough. You want that shit flat like that Flat 
Stanley motherfucker. Flat as fuck.

Finchey 
My Grandma’s Pie Recipe, For Pi Day 
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“ If your friend is stuck thinking about Worldle 27 — 
which is rather obviously New Zealand — for several 
minutes and becomes visually confused when they are 
told that the first letter is N, you can laugh at them as 
they have no clue what it is as you spell it out for them, 
then laugh at them more when you realize they thought 
it was Japan, and then write about it in a mathnEWS 
article a week later making fun of them for it.

aphf 
Worldle 
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“ Got called maidenless n times where n is an arbitrarily 
large natural number.

Wink wonk 
A Comprehensive Review of Elden Ring 
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“ If you like writing strange programs (as I’m sure some 
other writers here do), then you might enjoy bilingual 
programming.

((λ(* /)(* * /))(λ(+ -)(if - -(+ + #t)))#f ) 
Bilingual Programming 
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